
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a circuit design. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for circuit design

Translate system/architecture specifications to accomplish system goals and
execute design strategy for power management ICs to power IOT
Run design simulations to validate product performance using design kit
models/libraries
Architecture, design, simulation and layout supervision of CMOS/BCD power
management circuits meeting aggressive performance, area, power, and
schedule constraints
Top level integration, mixed-mode simulation, verification planning and
implementation
Develop and support DFT strategy and implementation
Collaborate with test development and ramp to production
Collaborate with bench validation team for silicon validation, debugging
Lead top level layout (Planning and Execution) of complete Mixed Signal
System-on-Chip products
Act as a senior member of the Layout/Mask Design team playing a leading
role in development of innovative analog and mixed signal circuits and
solving technical issues
Lead of other layout engineers in the area of top-level integration, resource
planning and implementation

Qualifications for circuit design
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Typically requires a Bachelors, Masters or PhD in engineering or a related
technical field thirteen or more years of progressively complex engineering
experience with at least seven of those years having management
responsibilities
Must possess the ability to manage and contribute to the development of
new concepts and principles
Previous experience integrating power delivery systems into aircraft is highly
desired
A Professional Engineering License, original work(s) published in professional
engineering journals, invited to present original works to a national or
international engineering symposium, and invited to Chair engineering review
panels as a technical expert are desirable
Specific knowledge or experience with DDR specifications is highly desirable


